Year 10 Assessment & Homework Overview

This booklet sets out the assessment and homework schedule for each of the subjects taught in Year 10. It gives an overview of each half-term and the type
of assessment and homework that could be set. The schedule is regularly reviewed and subject to change. In each subject area, students are formally
assessed a minimum of three times over the school year, after which they will undertake a formal review and feedback process in each subject area. As
well as the formal assessments, students will be provided with regular feedback in lessons, known as live marking, as well as undertaking peer and selfassessment tasks.
GCSE Art students in Years 9 and 10 will have five lessons of Art per fortnight. Students will be given weekly homework, which will include a range of
activities such as practical tasks, artist research, analysing an art piece, presenting work into their sketchbooks, evaluating the work they have created. All
work created from September Year 9 to January Year 10 contributes towards coursework. In January of Year 10, students will begin the same tasks and
homework with their examination unit.
Year 10 Dance have homework set every week and will have a quiz week and a written week.
Year 10 Design Technology - Online Examination revision – weekly.
GCSE Drama students in Years 9 and 10 will have five lessons of Drama per fortnight. Students will be given weekly Drama homework, which will include a
range of activities such as practical rehearsal, learning lines, research, writing scripts, analysing and evaluating the work they have created and performed in
their lesson, completing coursework, and attempting practise examination questions.
GCSE English, students will have a GCSE revision homework task one per fortnight. The focus will be on EduLink and students will have a menu of options to
choose from. The other homework will be knowledge organiser based and students will have quizzes in lessons to assess their learning.
Year 10 students will be undertaking the L1/L2 Hospitality and Catering Vocational Award. They will have five lessons per fortnight. Students will have one
homework per week. On non-cooking weeks, their homework will be comprised of a research task which will link to the topic being covered. In addition to
this, students will be expected to bring in a container and the ingredients for their cooking day the following week. On practical cooking weeks, students
will be expected to complete a full evaluation of the food they produced as well as their performance within the lesson. They will additionally be given a
revision task (which will correspond to a knowledge organiser). They will then be tested (through a quiz in the following week’s lesson).
Geography at KS4: students supplement their learning through independent research at home, online Google assessments, essay writing and revision.
Homework should be set approximately every 4-6 lessons, rotating between key terms/vocabulary tasks and examination question practice.

At GCSE, Year 10 students have four lessons of History a fortnight. They are set homework in two of these lessons (once per week). One week, homework
set will be using a knowledge organiser to learn key facts. This is assessed at the start of each lesson through a quiz and is peer assessed. On the alternate
week, homework set will be in a variety of different forms including research tasks and examination questions.
BTEC students have five lessons of Creative Media Production/Digital Information Technology over a two-week timetable. They are set homework once
every two weeks. Homework is set using a variety of different forms including creating a knowledge organiser of the keywords /topics, research tasks and
exam questions. This is peer- or teacher-assessed.
GCSE students have five lessons of Computer Science over a two-week timetable. They are set homework once every two weeks. Homework is set using a
variety of different forms including creating a knowledge organiser of the keywords /topics, research tasks and examination questions. This is peer- or
teacher-assessed.
For KS4 Maths homework is set through Sparx, this links to our scheme of work and sets differentiated homework to each student once a week for between
30 minutes and one hour. The homework consists of 60% of the work students are currently completing and 40% on work students have completed
previously that year/during their course. This is based on their previous homeworks and topics they may have struggled with. Each week, following
completion of the homework, staff use up to five insights provided by Sparx to feedback on homework and support with topics the class struggled with.
GCSE Media Studies students have five lessons of Media a fortnight. All students are set homework once per week. One week, homework set will be using
a knowledge organiser to learn key facts. This is assessed at the start of each lesson through a quiz and is peer assessed. On the alternate week, homework
is to learn key terminology using a terminology booklet. This is also peer assessed following a quiz in class.
GCSE French students are taught five lessons per fortnight. They are set one 45-minute homework per week. This may be made up of more than one task,
and could include vocabulary learning, written task, or research.
GCSE Spanish students are taught five lessons per fortnight. They are set one 45-minute homework per week. This may be made up of more than one task,
and could include vocabulary learning, written task, or research.
Music students have five lessons per fortnight. Students will be given weekly music homework for KS4. This will include a range of activities, such as
practical rehearsal, composition, focus on sound learning/quizzes, area of study (AoS) based homework and knowledge organisers.
Philosophy, Religion and Ethics: At GCSE, students have five lessons of PRE a fortnight. They are set homework in two of these lessons (once per week).
One week, homework set will be using a knowledge organiser to learn key facts. This is assessed at the start of each lesson through a quiz and is peer
assessed. On the alternate week, homework set will be in a variety of different forms including research tasks and examination questions.

GCSE PE: One piece of homework will be set every two weeks. This may vary from coursework, practice examination questions, or a task/activity linked to
the lesson content.
OCR Sport: Homework will be mainly coursework based. Students will be issued with weekly tasks to complete. The coursework topics will coincide with
the deadlines set.
GCSE Photography students in Years 9 and 10 will have five lessons of photography per fortnight. Students will be given weekly homework, which will
include a range of activities such as practical tasks, artist research, analysing an art piece, presenting work into their sketchbooks, evaluating the work they
have created. All work created from September Year 9 to January Year 10 contributes towards coursework. In January of Year 10, students will begin the
same tasks and homework with their examination unit.
At GCSE, Psychology students’ have five lessons a fortnight in keeping with our whole-school policies; homework is allocated at a rate of once per week.
The first week’s theme centres upon knowledge organisation and the use of specialised psychological terminology. This process accommodates students’
understanding of those ‘Factual’ AO1 assessment requirements of the future examination. On the alternate week, homework seeks to further address
those ‘Analysis & Evaluative’ A02 assessment requirements, which invariably include a long question (9 marks) with a research answer. Over time both
approaches serve well to reinforce the value and importance we place upon ‘examination focus’ and the use of relevant terminology.
GCSE Science: In Year 9, students have eight lessons of science per fortnight, split between three teachers: one for Biology, one for Chemistry and one for
Physics. Homework will be set in accordance with the scheme of work for Science, when students have been taught key concepts within each topic they
study – this will average out to one homework a week over the course of a term. Students will be asked to make a revision resource for that concept for
their homework. They will be given a list of different types of resource that they could produce, along with the benefits and drawbacks of each, and what
sort of learning style they benefit. These resources can then be used to revise for assessments and can be used in Year 11, when revising for the summer
examinations. The resources will be checked by the class teacher in lesson and stored in the student’s assessment folder.
Social Sciences – Business Enterprise: At Level 1/2, students have five lessons of Enterprise a fortnight. They are set homework in two of these lessons
(once per week). These will either comprise of formative assessments recapping key knowledge via MSTeams Forms functionality, or preparation for the
Pearson Set Assignment. The latter would be completed with supporting scaffolding (for example Cornell notes) and include tasks such as research or
preparing/recording presentations.

Autumn Half-Term 1
Subject
Art

Assessment
Baseline tonal drawing
relevant to project

Dance

Baseline Assessment 1
w/c 19th September
(Set Phrase and Group)

Design
Technology

Drama
English

Food Studies

Homework
Practical tasks
Artist research
Analysing an art piece
Presenting work into their sketchbooks
Evaluating the work they have created
First hand photographs
Knowledge organiser quiz
Long answer questions: worth 6 marks and a full 12 marks, respectively.

Year 10 – GCSE Product
Design
NEA section A, B & C
‘Live’ coursework assessment
against specification mark
scheme.

Examination revision
Seneca learning – examination revision

Baseline Written Paper
(Component 3)
Power and Conflict
Assessment

Spellings, Research, Additional Rehearsal, Character Development, Evaluation, Competition of
Coursework, Practise Examination Questions
GCSE revision homework task one per fortnight. The focus will be on EduLink and students will
have a menu of options to choose from. The other homework will be knowledge organiser based
and students will have quizzes in lessons to assess their learning.
Students will have one homework per week. On non-cooking weeks, their homework will be
comprised of examination questions. In addition to this, students will be expected to bring in a
container and the ingredients for their cooking the following week. On practical cooking weeks,
students will be expected to complete a full evaluation of the food they produced as well as their
performance within the lesson. They will additionally be given a revision task (which will
correspond to the knowledge organiser). They will then be tested (through a quiz in the following
week’s lesson).

Year 10 Nutrition Baseline
Assessment

Examination revision
Seneca learning and exam-pro revision exercises.

Geography
History

IT – Computer
Science

IT – Creative
Digital Media
Production
It – Digital ICT

Baseline assessment
Ecosystems homework 1
Year 10 Baseline Mock
examination paper Crime &
Punishment including
Whitechapel.
Year 10 – end of topic
assessment – Network
Topologies – Wired/wireless
networks

Year 10 – Component 2
Formal Coursework
Assessment LA A

Key terms and/or Google quiz
Examination question.
One week, homework set will be using a knowledge organiser to learn key facts. This is assessed at
the start of each lesson through a quiz and is peer assessed. On the alternate week, homework set
will be in a variety of different forms including research tasks and exam questions.
They are set homework once every two weeks. Homework is set using a variety of different forms
including creating a knowledge organiser of the keywords /topics, research tasks and examination
questions and is peer- or teacher-assessed.

They are set homework once every two weeks. Homework is set using a variety of different forms
including creating a knowledge organiser of the keywords /topics, research tasks and examination
questions and is peer- or teacher-assessed.
They are set homework once every two weeks. Homework is set using a variety of different forms
including creating a knowledge organiser of the keywords /topics, research tasks and exam
questions and is peer- or teacher-assessed.

Maths

Y9 Baseline w/c 05/09/2022

Homework is set through Sparx, this links to our scheme of work and sets differentiated homework
to each student once a week for between 30 minutes and one hour.
All students are set homework once per week. One week, homework set will be using a knowledge
organiser to learn key facts. This is assessed at the start of each lesson through a quiz and is peer
assessed. On the alternate week, homework is to learn key terminology using a terminology
booklet. This is also peer assessed following a quiz in class.
Pronunciation practice, vocabulary learning, reading task, translation, watch video clip, research,
reference page, puzzle, writing task or oral examination preparation, for example.

Media Studies

AP1 Baseline Assessment
completed by 30th September

MFL (French)

Describing a town

MFL (Spanish)

Sport and leisure

Pronunciation practice, vocabulary learning, reading task, translation, watch video clip, research,
reference page, puzzle, writing task or oral examination preparation, for example.

Music

Year 10 OCR:
AoS5/4/2 Assessment

Rehearsal, Focus on Sound, Composition, AoS based learning/ Internal Assessment

Year 10 RSL:
Unit 201ta Musical Knowledge
Philosophy,
Religion and
Ethics

Year 10 Baseline – Cumulative
assessment on themes B and
D.

PE/Sport

GCSE
Baseline test x 2 (paper 1 & 2)

They are set homework in two of these lessons (once per week). One week, homework set will be
using a knowledge organiser to learn key facts. This is assessed at the start of each lesson through
a quiz and is peer assessed. On the alternate week, homework set will be in a variety of different
forms including research tasks and examination questions.
GCSE PE: One piece of homework will be set every two weeks. This may vary from coursework,
practice examination questions or a task/activity linked to the lesson content.

Applied Anatomy &
Physiology
- Mid-point topic test
OCR
Baseline paper

Photography

Psychology

Science
Social Science –
Business
Enterprise

RO53: LO2 and LO3 deadline
Baseline practical task and
artist analysis

Baseline Test Cumulative
assessment
Paper 1 Topics
Year 10 Baseline – Component
3 examined unit

OCR Sport: Homework will be mainly coursework-based. Students will be issued with weekly tasks
to complete. The coursework topics will coincide with the deadlines set.

Practical tasks
Artist research
Analysing an art piece
Presenting work into their sketchbooks
Evaluating the work they have created
First hand photographs
The first week theme centres upon knowledge organisation and the use of specialised
psychological terminology. On the alternate week, homework seeks to further address those
‘Analysis & Evaluative’ A02 assessment requirements.
Health Matters II, Energy Changes, Atomic Structure.
They are set homework in two of these lessons (once per week). These will either comprise of
formative assessments recapping key knowledge via MSTeams Forms functionality, or preparation
for the Pearson Set Assignment. The latter would be completed with supporting scaffolding (for
example Cornell notes) and include tasks such as research or preparing/recording presentations.

Autumn Half-Term2
Subject
Art

Assessment
Final Coursework
marking against all
assessment objectives

Dance

Assessment 2
Year 10 Mocks w/c 28th
November
(Mock paper and
Choreography)
Year 10 – GCSE Product
Design
NEA section D
‘Live’ coursework
assessment against
specification mark
scheme.

Design
Technology

Year 10 – GCSE Product
Design
NEA section E
‘Live’ coursework
assessment against
specification mark
scheme.

Homework
Practical tasks
Artist research
Analysing an art piece
Presenting work into their sketchbooks
Evaluating the work they have created
First hand photographs
Complete coursework component
For handing in January
Knowledge organiser quiz
Choreography questions
Choreography research tasks
Examination Revision
Seneca learning – revision task.
Examination Revision
Exam pro test revision

Drama

English

1. Component 1
2. Component 3
Mock Examination
Mocks - Paper 1 and 2
w/c 28th November

Spellings, Research, Additional Rehearsal, Character Development, Evaluation, Competition of
Coursework, Practise Examination Questions

Food Studies

Year 10 Mocks- NEA1
AO1-AO4 and Practical
Assessment

GCSE revision homework task one per fortnight. The focus will be set on EduLink and students will have
a menu of options to choose from. The other homework will be knowledge organiser based and
students will have quizzes in lessons to assess their learning.
Students will have one homework per week. On non-cooking weeks, their homework will be comprised
of examination questions. In addition to this, students will be expected to bring in a container and the
ingredients for their cooking the following week. On practical cooking weeks, students will be expected
to complete a full evaluation of the food they produced as well as their performance within the lesson.
They will additionally be given a revision task (which will correspond to the knowledge organiser). They
will then be tested (through a quiz in the following week’s lesson).

Geography

Ecosystems homework 2
Ecosystems homework 2
Year 10 Elizabeth
questions - Describe two
features of/explain.

Key terms and/or Google quiz.
Examination question.
One week, homework set will be using a knowledge organiser to learn key facts. This is assessed at the
start of each lesson through a quiz and is peer assessed. On the alternate week, homework set will be in
a variety of different forms including research tasks and examination questions.

History

*AP1
Year 10 Option- Mock
Examination – Elizabeth
w/c 28th November
IT – Computer
Science

Year 10 Mocks - Paper 1
and 2 28th November

IT – Creative
Digital Media
Production
It – Digital ICT

Year 10 – Component 2
Formal Coursework
Assessment LA A

They are set homework once every two weeks. Homework is set using a variety of different forms
including creating a knowledge organiser of the keywords /topics, research tasks and examination
questions and is peer- or teacher-assessed.
They are set homework once every two weeks. Homework is set using a variety of different forms
including creating a knowledge organiser of the keywords /topics, research tasks and examination
questions and is peer- or teacher-assessed.
They are set homework once every two weeks. Homework is set using a variety of different forms
including creating a knowledge organiser of the keywords /topics, research tasks and examination
questions and is peer- or teacher-assessed.

Maths
Media Studies

Year 10 EoT1 Assessment
w/c 28/11/2022
AP2
Year 10
Mocks P1 and P2

MFL (French)

Tourist information

MFL (Spanish)

Going out

Pronunciation practice, vocabulary learning, reading task, translation, watch video clip, research,
reference page, puzzle, writing task, oral examination preparation.

Music

GCSE
Applied Anatomy &
Physiology
-End of topic test

Rehearsal, Focus on Sound, Composition, AoS based learning/ Internal Assessment.

Philosophy,
Religion and
Ethics
PE/Sport

OCR
RO51: Examination
content
Year 10 Mocks - Paper 1
and 2 28th November

GCSE
Health, Fitness & Wellbeing
-Mid-point topic test
-End of topic test
OCR
R185: TA3 and TA4
deadline

Homework is set through Sparx, this links to our scheme of work and sets differentiated homework to
each student once a week for between 30 minutes and one hour.
All students are set homework once per week. One week, homework set will be using a knowledge
organiser to learn key facts. This is assessed at the start of each lesson through a quiz and is peerassessed. On the alternate week, homework is to learn key terminology using a terminology booklet
and is also peer-assessed, following a quiz in class.
Pronunciation practice, vocabulary learning, reading task, translation, watch video clip, research,
reference page, puzzle, writing task, oral examination preparation.

They are set homework in two of these lessons (once per week). One week, homework will be set using
a knowledge organiser to learn key facts. This is assessed at the start of each lesson through a quiz and
is peer assessed. On the alternate week, homework set will be in a variety of different forms including
research tasks and examination questions.
GCSE PE: One piece of homework will be set every two weeks. This may vary from coursework, practice
examination questions or a task/activity linked to the lesson content.

OCR Sport: Homework will be mainly coursework based. Students will be issued with weekly tasks to
complete. The coursework topics will coincide with the deadlines set.

Photography

Final Coursework
marking against all
assessment objectives

Psychology

Year 10 Mocks
Paper 1 &
Social Influence, LTC
topics from
Paper 2
November

Science
Social Science –
Business
Enterprise

Cumulative Assessment 1
Year 10 Mocks Component 3 w/b 28th
November

Practical tasks
Artist research
Analysing an art piece
Presenting work into their sketchbooks
Evaluating the work they have created
First hand photographs
Complete coursework component
For handing in January
The first week’s theme centres upon knowledge organisation and the use of specialised psychological
terminology. On the alternate week, homework seeks to further address those ‘Analysis & Evaluative’
A02 assessment requirements.

Homeostasis, Chemical Changes II, Radioactivity
They are set homework in two of these lessons (once per week). These will either comprise of
formative assessments recapping key knowledge via MSTeams Forms functionality, or preparation for
the Pearson Set Assignment. The latter would be completed with supporting scaffolding (for example
Cornell notes) and include tasks such as research or preparing/recording presentations.

Spring Half-Term 1
Subject
Art

Assessment
Begin Examination
Component
Artist analysis (AO1) or
recording of ideas (AO3)

Dance

Design
Technology

Drama

Year 10 – GCSE Product
Design
NEA section F
‘Live’ coursework
assessment against
specification mark scheme.
Year 10 – GCSE Product
Design
Mock examination
Component 2 Mock
Examination

English

Food Studies

Year 10 - NEA coursework
begins

Homework
Practical tasks
Artist research
Analysing an art piece
Presenting work into their sketchbooks
Evaluating the work they have created
First hand photographs
Knowledge organiser quiz.
Long answer questions, worth 6 marks and a full 12 marks respectively.
Choreography programme note.
Examination Revision
Seneca learning – revision task.
Examination Revision
Examination pro test revision.

Spellings, Research, Additional Rehearsal, Character Development, Evaluation, Competition of
Coursework, Practise Exam Questions
GCSE revision homework task one per fortnight. The focus will be on EduLink and students will have a
menu of options to choose from. The other homework will be knowledge organiser based and
students will have quizzes in lessons to assess their learning.
Students will have one homework per week. On non-cooking weeks, their homework will be
comprised of examination questions. In addition to this, students will be expected to bring in a
container and the ingredients for their cooking the following week. On practical cooking weeks,
students will be expected to complete a full evaluation of the food they produced as well as their
performance within the lesson. They will additionally be given a revision task (which will correspond
to the knowledge organiser). They will then be tested (through a quiz in the following week’s lesson).

Geography

Ecosystems assessment

History

IT – Computer
Science

One week, homework set will be using a knowledge organiser to learn key facts. This is assessed at
the start of each lesson through a quiz and is peer assessed. On the alternate week, homework set
will be in a variety of different forms including research tasks and examination questions.
Year 10 end of topic
assessment – System
software / Practical
Programming Skills.

IT – Creative
Digital Media
Production
It – Digital ICT

Key terms and/or Google quiz
Examination question.

They are set homework once every two weeks. Homework is set using a variety of different forms
including creating a knowledge organiser of the keywords /topics, research tasks and examination
questions and is peer- or teacher-assessed.

They are set homework once every two weeks. Homework is set using a variety of different forms
including creating a knowledge organiser of the keywords /topics, research tasks and examination
questions and is peer- or teacher-assessed.
Year 10 - Component 1
Formal Coursework
Assessment – LA B & C

Maths

They are set homework once every two weeks. Homework is set using a variety of different forms
including creating a knowledge organiser of the keywords /topics, research tasks and examination
questions and is peer- or teacher-assessed.
Homework is set through Sparx, this links to our scheme of work and sets differentiated homework to
each student once a week for between 30 minutes and one hour.
All students are set homework once per week. One week, homework set will be using a knowledge
organiser to learn key facts. This is assessed at the start of each lesson through a quiz and is peerassessed. On the alternate week, homework is to learn key terminology using a terminology
booklet. This is also peer-assessed following a quiz in class.

Media Studies

MFL (French)

Past holidays

Pronunciation practice, vocabulary learning, reading task, translation, writing task, oral examination
preparation.

MFL (Spanish)

My region

Pronunciation practice, vocabulary learning, reading task, translation, writing task, oral examination
preparation.

Music

GCSE
Movement Analysis
Mid-point topic test

Rehearsal, Focus on Sound, Composition, AoS based learning/Internal Assessment

OCR
RO51: Examination
Content
RO53: LO3 deadline
Philosophy,
Religion and
Ethics
PE/Sport

Photography

GCSE
Socio-cultural Influences
-Mid-point topic test
OCR
R185: TA3 deadline
Begin Examination
Component
Artist analysis (AO1) or
recording of ideas (AO3)

Psychology

Science
Social Science –
Business
Enterprise

Component 3
External examination
(Feb 2023)

They are set homework in two of these lessons (once per week). One week, homework set will be
using a knowledge organiser to learn key facts. This is assessed at the start of each lesson through a
quiz and is peer assessed. On the alternate week, homework set will be in a variety of different forms
including research tasks and examination questions.
GCSE PE: One piece of homework will be set every two weeks. This may vary from coursework,
practice examination questions or a task/activity linked to the lesson content.

OCR Sport: Homework will be mainly coursework based. Students will be issued with weekly tasks to
complete. The coursework topics will coincide with the deadlines set.
Practical tasks
Artist research
Analysing an art piece
Presenting work into their sketchbooks
Evaluating the work they have created
First hand photographs
The first week’s theme centres upon knowledge organisation and the use of specialised psychological
terminology. On the alternate week, homework seeks to further address those ‘Analysis & Evaluative’
A02 assessment requirements.
Genetics, Rate of Reaction, Forces I.
They are set homework in two of these lessons (once per week). These will either comprise of
formative assessments recapping key knowledge via MSTeams Forms functionality, or preparation for
the Pearson Set Assignment. The latter would be completed with supporting scaffolding (for example
Cornell notes) and include tasks such as research or preparing/recording presentations.

Spring Half-Term2
Subject
Art

Assessment
Development of project
towards 10-hour
examination in early April
(AO3)

Dance

Assessment 3
Yr 10 Mocks w/c
13th March
(Choreography and Mock)
Examination Revision

Design
Technology
Drama

English

Food Studies

1. Component 3 Mock
Examination
2. Component 2 Final
Examination
3. Component 1 Final Draft
of Coursework Due.
Mocks - Paper 1 and 2
16th March
Year 10 coursework and
practical examinations

Homework
Practical tasks
Artist research
Analysing an art piece
Presenting work into their sketchbooks
Evaluating the work they have created
First hand photographs
All work coursework and exam component handed in.
Course finished
Knowledge organiser quiz.
Revision based tasks.
Examination Revision.
Spellings, Research, Additional Rehearsal, Character Development, Evaluation, Competition of
Coursework, Practise Examination Questions.

GCSE revision homework task one per fortnight. The focus will be set on EduLink and students will
have a menu of options to choose from. The other homework will be knowledge organiser based
and students will have quizzes in lessons to assess their learning.
Students will have one homework per week. On non-cooking weeks, their homework will be
comprised of examination questions. In addition to this, students will be expected to bring in a
container and the ingredients for their cooking the following week. On practical cooking weeks,
students will be expected to complete a full evaluation of the food they produced as well as their
performance within the lesson. They will additionally be given a revision task (which will correspond
to the knowledge organiser). They will then be tested (through a quiz in the following week’s
lesson).

Geography

Glaciated landscapes
cumulative (paper 1)
assessment
Year 10 Option - Mock
Examination – Germany &
Crime & Punishment Papers
w/c 16th March

Key terms and/or Google quiz
Examination question

IT – Computer
Science

Year 10 Mocks- Paper 1 and
2
16th March

They are set homework once every two weeks. Homework is set using a variety of different forms
including creating a knowledge organiser of the keywords /topics, research tasks and examination
questions and is peer- or teacher-assessed.

IT – Creative
Digital Media
Production

Year 10 - Component 1
Formal Coursework
Assessment – LA B & C

They are set homework once every two weeks. Homework is set using a variety of different forms
including creating a knowledge organiser of the keywords /topics, research tasks and examination
questions and is peer- or teacher-assessed.

History

It – Digital ICT

Maths
Media Studies

Y10 EoT2 Assessment w/c
20/03/2023
AP3
Mocks P1 and P2

MFL (French)

Staying at a hotel

MFL (Spanish)

A past visit

Music

GCSE Mock 2

One week, homework set will be using a knowledge organiser to learn key facts. This is assessed at
the start of each lesson through a quiz and is peer assessed. On the alternate week, homework set
will be in a variety of different forms including research tasks and examination questions.

They are set homework once every two weeks. Homework is set using a variety of different forms
including creating a knowledge organiser of the keywords /topics, research tasks and examination
questions and is peer- or teacher-assessed.
Homework is set through Sparx, this links to our scheme of work and sets differentiated homework
to each student once a week for between 30 minutes and one hour.
All students are set homework once per week. One week, homework set will be using a knowledge
organiser to learn key facts. This is assessed at the start of each lesson through a quiz and is peer
assessed. On the alternate week, homework is to learn key terminology using a terminology
booklet. This is also peer assessed following a quiz in class.
Pronunciation practice, vocabulary learning, reading task, translation, writing task, oral examination
preparation.
Pronunciation practice, vocabulary learning, reading task, translation, writing task, oral examination
preparation.
Rehearsal, Focus on Sound, Composition, AoS based learning/ Internal Assessment.

Philosophy,
Religion and
Ethics

Year 10 Mocks- Paper 1 and
2
16th March

PE/Sport

GCSE
Movement Analysis
End of topic test

Photography

Psychology

Science
Social Science –
Business
Enterprise

OCR
RO53: LO4 deadline
Development of project
towards 10-hour
examination in early April
(AO3)

Year 10 Mocks
Paper 1 & 2
March
Cumulative Assessment 2
Component 2 Presentation

They are set homework in two of these lessons (once per week). One week, homework set will be
using a knowledge organiser to learn key facts. This is assessed at the start of each lesson through a
quiz and is peer assessed. On the alternate week, homework set will be in a variety of different
forms including research tasks and examination questions.
GCSE PE: One piece of homework will be set every two weeks. This may vary from coursework,
practice exam questions or a task/activity linked to the lesson content.

OCR Sport: Homework will be mainly coursework based. Students will be issued with weekly tasks to
complete. The coursework topics will coincide with the deadlines set.
Practical tasks
Artist research
Analysing an art piece
Presenting work into their sketchbooks
Evaluating the work they have created
First hand photographs
All work coursework and exam component handed in.
Course finished.
The first week’s theme centres upon knowledge organisation and the use of specialised
psychological terminology. On the alternate week, homework seeks to further address those
‘Analysis & Evaluative’ A02 assessment requirements.
Reproduction, Sustainable Development, Waves.
They are set homework in two of these lessons (once per week). These will either comprise of
formative assessments recapping key knowledge via MSTeams Forms functionality, or preparation
for the Pearson Set Assignment. The latter would be completed with supporting scaffolding (for
example Cornell notes) and include tasks such as research or preparing/recording presentations.

Summer Half-Term 1
Subject
Dance
Design
Technology
Drama

Assessment
Examination Revision

Homework
Revision based tasks.
Examination Revision

English

Component 3 Final
Examination
Exam – May 2023

Food Studies

Year 10 Unit 1 mock

Spellings, Research, Additional Rehearsal, Character Development, Evaluation, Competition of
Coursework, Practise Examination Questions.
GCSE revision homework task one per fortnight. The focus will be on EduLink and students will have a
menu of options to choose from. The other homework will be knowledge organiser based and
students will have quizzes in lessons to assess their learning.
Students will have one homework per week. On non-cooking weeks, their homework will be
comprised of examination questions. In addition to this, students will be expected to bring in a
container and the ingredients for their cooking the following week. On practical cooking weeks,
students will be expected to complete a full evaluation of the food they produced as well as their
performance within the lesson. They will, additionally, be given a revision task (which will correspond
to the knowledge organiser). They will then be tested (through a quiz in the following week’s lesson).

Geography

Changing Cities cumulative
assessment (paper 2)

Key terms and/or Google quiz.
Examination question.

History

Year 10 Assessment
Germany full paper.

One week, homework set will be using a knowledge organiser to learn key facts. This is assessed at the
start of each lesson through a quiz and is peer assessed. On the alternate week, homework set will be
in a variety of different forms including research tasks and examination questions.

Year 10 Option – Elizabeth
and Cold War paper 2 and
Germany Paper 3
IT – Computer
Science

Year 10 to take examination
– May 2023

They are set homework once every two weeks. Homework is set using a variety of different forms
including creating a knowledge organiser of the keywords /topics, research tasks and examination
questions and is peer- or teacher-assessed.

IT – Creative
Digital Media
Production
It – Digital ICT

Component 3 - Formal
Controlled Assessment
Component 3 - Formal
External Examination

Maths
Media Studies

They are set homework once every two weeks. Homework is set using a variety of different forms
including creating a knowledge organiser of the keywords /topics, research tasks and examination
questions and is peer- or teacher-assessed.
They are set homework once every two weeks. Homework is set using a variety of different forms
including creating a knowledge organiser of the keywords /topics, research tasks and examination
questions and is peer-or teacher-assessed.
Homework is set through Sparx, this links to our scheme of work and sets differentiated homework to
each student once a week for between 30 minutes and one hour.
All students are set homework once per week. One week, homework set will be using a knowledge
organiser to learn key facts. This is assessed at the start of each lesson through a quiz and is peerassessed. On the alternate week, homework is to learn key terminology using a terminology
booklet. This is also peer assessed following a quiz in class.
Pronunciation practice, vocabulary learning, reading task, translation, writing task, oral examination
preparation.

MFL (French)

Opinions about school

MFL (Spanish)

Festivals, celebrations, and
traditions

Pronunciation practice, vocabulary learning, reading task, translation, writing task, oral examination
preparation.

Music

Unit 204ta Instrumental
Study

Rehearsal, Focus on Sound, Composition, AoS based learning/ Internal Assessment.

Philosophy,
Religion and
Ethics

Year 10 to take examination
– May 2023

PE/Sport

GCSE
Year 10 Mocks
(paper 1 & 2)

They are set homework in two of these lessons (once per week). One week, homework set will be
using a knowledge organiser to learn key facts. This is assessed at the start of each lesson through a
quiz and is peer-assessed. On the alternate week, homework set will be in a variety of different forms
including research tasks and examination questions.
GCSE PE: One piece of homework will be set every two weeks. This may vary from coursework,
practice examination questions or a task/activity linked to the lesson content.

OCR
RO54: LO5 deadline

OCR Sport: Homework will be mainly coursework based. Students will be issued with weekly tasks to
complete. The coursework topics will coincide with the deadlines set.

Psychology

Science
Social Science –
Business
Enterprise

Examination May 2023

Component 2 Presentation
(continued/mop-up)
External resit of Component
3

The first week’s theme centres upon knowledge organisation and the use of specialised psychological
terminology. On the alternate week, homework seeks to further address those ‘Analysis & Evaluative’
A02 assessment requirements.
Evolution, Quantitative Chemistry, Forces II.
They are set homework in two of these lessons (once per week). These will either comprise of
formative assessments recapping key knowledge via MSTeams Forms functionality, or preparation for
the Pearson Set Assignment. The latter would be completed with supporting scaffolding (for example
Cornell notes) and include tasks such as research or preparing/recording presentations.

Summer Half-Term2
Subject
English

Food Studies

Assessment
AP4
Spoken Language Assessment w/c
26th June 2023
Unit 1 Final Examination

Geography

History

Maths

Homework
GCSE revision homework task one per fortnight. The focus will be on EduLink and students will
have a menu of options to choose from. The other homework will be knowledge organiser
based and students will have quizzes in lessons to assess their learning.
Students will have one homework per week. On non-cooking weeks, their homework will be
comprised of examination questions. In addition to this, students will be expected to bring in a
container and the ingredients for their cooking the following week. On practical cooking weeks,
students will be expected to complete a full evaluation of the food they produced as well as
their performance within the lesson. They will additionally be given a revision task (which will
correspond to the knowledge organiser). They will then be tested (through a quiz in the
following week’s lesson).
Key terms and/or Google quiz.
Examination question.
One week, homework set will be using a knowledge organiser to learn key facts. This is
assessed at the start of each lesson through a quiz and is peer assessed. On the alternate week,
homework set will be in a variety of different forms including research tasks and examination
questions.

MFL (French)

Year 10 EoT3 Assessment w/c
26/06/2023
Healthy and unhealthy living

Homework is set through Sparx, this links to our scheme of work and sets differentiated
homework to each student once a week for between 30 minutes and one hour.
Pronunciation practice, vocabulary learning, reading task, translation, writing task, oral
examination preparation.

MFL (Spanish)

Describing a special day

Pronunciation practice, vocabulary learning, reading task, translation, writing task, oral
examination preparation.

PE/Sport

GCSE
Year 10 to take examinations
(paper 1 & 2)

GCSE PE: One piece of homework will be set every two weeks. This may vary from coursework,
practice examination questions or a task/activity linked to the lesson content.
OCR Sport: Homework will be mainly coursework based. Students will be issued with weekly
tasks to complete. The coursework topics will coincide with the deadlines set.

Science
Social Science –
Business
Enterprise

End of Year Assessment
Review of course

Social Science –
Health & Social
Care

Component 2 & 3 (end of Year 1)
assessment

Social Science Sociology

Component 1 full paper end of
year assessment (Key Concepts,
Families, Education and Research
Methods)

Ecosystems, Equilibria, Electromagnetic Spectrum.
They are set homework in two of these lessons (once per week). These will either comprise of
formative assessments recapping key knowledge via MSTeams Forms functionality, or
preparation for the Pearson Set Assignment. The latter would be completed with supporting
scaffolding (for example Cornell notes) and include tasks such as research or
preparing/recording presentations.
They are set homework in two of these lessons (once per week). These will either comprise of
formative assessments recapping key knowledge via MSTeams Forms functionality, or
preparation for the Pearson Set Assignment. The latter would be completed with supporting
scaffolding (for example Cornell notes) and include tasks such as research or
preparing/recording presentations.
They are set homework in two of these lessons (once per week). These will often take the form
of revision tasks and formative assessments recapping key knowledge via MSTeams Forms
functionality. These will be summatively assessed in class through exam questions which will be
either be teacher, self or peer assessed.

